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Gazi has a strange relationship with space. It would be hard to sum it up other than to say that, at first, it's a nice place to live, a place that supports learning. Then, perhaps out of disrespect, it becomes hostile. Even when Gazi finally ventures out into space, we never see the end, what becomes of the rest
of the orbiting station when Gazi leaves, or even if it's in some perpetual orbit after Gazi's departure. Could the reason be that all culture is fragile, that it needs to be preserved? The Star Wars thing is so deep. It's never mentioned in the context of military or government, only space. The title is borrowed
from "A Trifle in Space". And yes, the bit with the tree is part of what I'm thinking. I'm thinking that there's a lot we don't know about space. There's a lot it hides, even though it's all very outwardly apparent. And then this poem comes along, from the poet who's name I can't remember. The one who says

"Love's in the air". Let's go out and look at the sky. The poem finishes with the line, "You can make a sort of friend out of a tree, but you can't make a friend out of a rock", and a line that's just set in stone when it's said, "You can make a sort of friend out of a tree, you can make a friend out of anything, you
can make a friend out of anything" is the key. And that's all we say. We say nothing. When we go outside, when we look up, we watch the stars, and we look at the sky, that's all we do. We look. We look at a piece of the sky and we feel a connection with it. We feel a connection to anything we can see from
here. But why is that? Why is that we feel that way? Why is it that we can't make friends with rocks and trees and plants? Because it's how we feel about space. It's why so many people feel that way about space. It's why we feel a connection. Because we feel that way about everything. Because we are our

culture and we are our space. We're so connected to that that we know what to expect of space because our culture tells us what to expect of space. And the higher we go, the more we feel the separation
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